My Encounter with Buddhism and
Korean ZenMaster Kusan
Seeking after Tiue Self by "Raising Doubt"
ByVen. Haejong

Koreaa Zrn Master Kusan (r9o9-r983)

As an American Buddhist monk who trained in Asia for about four years, I'm sometimes asked

my Asian travels to study Zen Buddhism. I usuallr' start at the
begnning, which involved my bnef meeting with a Korean Zen master rn Los -\ngeles. ln rqS:
I was invited to practice at Songgwangsa, aZenmonastery r.n Korea. Pnor to mr- depamrre. the
Zen master of the monastery Ven. Kusan, left on a rvorld tour. Fhs lust srop s-as Los ^\n-eeles.
where he celebrated the Buddha's Birthday at a branch temple. I rvas rnr.ited to visit tbr the dar:
how

I got started with

with the help of a translator, had a short conversation',vith hLm.
After asking me why I wanted to get ordained. he asked me u'hat kind oi meditation I u-as
doing. I told him I was just counting my breath rn order to improve my concentration. He then
asked me, "I(/hat will continue counting the breath after the body dies?" I replied. "\otiung,"
He said, "No, but another way to think of it is what is the host of the body?" Although I ma1'
not have reahzed it at the time, I had just met my first Zen maste! and had been given the
famous koan "S7hat is it?" He then offered me his book, Nine Mountdzzs, which was a
compilation of his talks in English. Although I never saw the master again, and he died the
following year, he was the first master to introduce me to the bwada (hua-t'ou) technique of
and

meditation.
Fast-forward to r9g4, when

I

met my Chinese Zen master STei Li near Los Angeles. To

*y

sulprise, he taught the same meditation technique @atriarchal Zen) as the late master Kusan.

This made sense, as Zen origsnated in China and then spread to Korea, and laterJapan. This
technique involves using doubt to strip the mind of feelings and discerning so that it can return

to the absolute state, which is the pre-condition of awakening. X7hen the mind

ceases to

discriminate about externals, our self nature resumes its normal, non-dual, function of direct
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perception, expostng our self-nature. This allows the practitioner to e{perience the answer to
lhe "one great question," which is the question of birrh and death.

In our cffrent state of consciousness, we are burdenedwith an ego, meaning the five physical
senses and our intellect. These "six thieves" steal us blind, meaning they screen out our true
Buddha nature. They make up our illusionary mind, which is subject to the environment,
impermanence, and restricted to our "future co{pse." The doubt acts as a broom to sweep out
all thoughts and feelings, which then allows us to look into our mind before a single thought
arises. If we do this long enough, we will, as Ven. Ku san used to say "hear a stone lion roar."
This is called, "Seeing the nature of mind and becoming

a Buddha.,,

Due to the pernicious influence of our ego, we spend o1r entire lives turning outurard and
chasing the five desires. Tl'rc bwadu meditation involves dropping everyrhing and turning
inward. As an ancient Chinese Zen master.ightly said, "Like tiny insects which can settle on
anything except fire, all living beings can get involved in all sorts of causes except the cause of
wisdom (prujna)." Tlte bandu technique which was taqght by the ancient Chinese and Korean
masters allows us to become involved

with the cause of wisdom, meaning non-discrimination

between subject and object.

In Chinese Zen,we say "Dog of Han chases the bone, Lion bites the man." If you throw a
dog a bone, he runs after the bone. If you throw a lion a bone, he looks at the bone and thinks,
"Why should I chase the bone when I can eat the person?" Then he attacks the person. We are
trying to be like the lion in our practice. The person represents our sellnature. Things like
sutras, wise sayings, books, and outward practices are all just bones.

up from an "open eye dreant''by "taking

a step

off a roo foot pole.,,m

All we have to do is wake

